Lesbians treated unfairly
by history, says activist
by Janet Fields
Feminist author Kate Millett
was greeted warmly by 150 persons
Monday night in the Student Union
Ballroom when she spoke on
creating a lesbian literature, as part
of Lesbian and Gay Awareness
Week activities.
Those present listened to the 46year-old activist talk about the
history and present situation of
lesbians. A young woman also stood
on the stage and interpreted the
speech in sign language for the deaf
and hard of hearing.
After the publication of her book
"Sexual Politics" in 1970, Millett
soared into the limelight on the
cover of Time magazine. More
recently, she was featured in People
magazine.
Last year, Millett was deported
from Iran. She had been invited
there for International Women’s
Day and became involved in

women’s demonstrations
Millett told the crowd Monday
night that she is against the shah and
that all his atrocities have not yet
been exposed. The Iranian people
are still not free, however, she said.
There has been "an enormous
amount of change" in the lesbian
movement, Millett said. It has been
more than eight years since she has
been in San Jose, when she came
everyday for the Angela Davis trial.
"This discussion on lesbian
literature would have been
outrageous and unthinkable then,"
Millett said.
The patriarchal society has been
harder on lesbians than on
homosexual men, she said. The
church used to persecute lesbians
and more recently psychiatrists
have termed them "sick," she added.
Male
homosexuality
was
fashionable during the Renaissance

as it had been in early Greece,
Millett said, but it was not so with
lesbians.
If one looks for a lesbian image
in history, Millett said, "Well, you
can barely find it."
If is difficult to say how much
lesbian activity went on, Millett
continued, because women did not
have autonomy until recently. She
speculated that some women who
lived together in the ’30s and ’40s
lived with a facade of just being
friends when they were actually
lovers,
Now women are more open
about their lesbianism, Millett said.
She remembered when she had to
inform her mother.
"My poor mother has had to not
only cope with a nationally notorious
offspring but one who writes,"
Millett said with a smile.
Lesbians with butch haircuts
who looked like truck drivers began
to emerge," Millett said.
It was a sad way to conform to
the way in which the world said
women lovers should be," she said.
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Kate Milieu, internationally known feminist author, described the history and present situation of
lesbians Monday night in the S.U. Ballroom.
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A.S. candidacy applications

Presidential hopefuls file
byKyleBrehm

"Larry Lamb" addresses the Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors before they vote on Prop. 10 stand.

Fair Rent Initiative
meets opposition
from supervisors
by Brian Boyd
The Santa Clara County Board
of Supervisors voted 4-0 with 1 abstention to oppose Proposition 10, the
"Fair Rent Initiative" on the June
ballot.
The board said local control
would be taken away if the initiative
passes. Signatures were gathered in
a "deceptive" way to get the
initiative on the ballot, the board
said.
"Prop. 10 stops local government from passing any rent control
ordinances," Supervisor Susanne
Wilson said. "All local control would
be taken away."
It was Wilson who made the
motion that the board of supervisors
oppose the initiative. The motion
was seconded by Supervisor Rod
Diridon.
San Jose attorney Jerry Fogel,
who represented the "No on 10"
committee, "San Jose Citizens for
Rent Relief" and the "Campaign for
Economic Democracy," was the
first of nine speakers opposing the
initiative.
"Prop. 10 is a fraud," Fogel told
the board. "They got the signatures
to put it on the ballot by telling
renters, senior and young people
that this initiative would mean lower
rents."
He said that instead, it would
repeal whatever rent controls that
are already in effect and forbid local
governments from passing any new
rent control measures.
Barbara Benevento, housing
chairperson for the Council On
Aging, said Prop. 10 would adversely affect low and middle income renters. She also expressed
concern that many would vote for it
mistakenly because "the language
of the measure is ambiguous."
The next speaker identified
himself as "Larry Lamb."
Dressed as a wolf in sheep’s
clothing, he spoke as if he were in
favor of Prop. 10.
"We in the rental industry put
Prop. 10 on the ballot with a careful
understanding of the renter’s
needs," he said sarcastically from
beneath a wolf’s head. "By raising
the rents, tenants can get the feeling
of living in higher-priced, better
quality housing."
The audience, which filled about
three quarters of the chambers,
greeted "Lamb" with a mixture of
light applause and hisses.
Outside, "Lamb," who would
not give his real name, explained the
purpose of his presentation.
"I wanted to show that there is

something about this initiative that
people ought to look at carefully."
Harold Stehle spoke against the
"deception of Prop. 10," quoting a
letter that was mailed to apartment
owners from Howard Jarvis.
"We have qualified the initiative
to end all current rent control laws
in California," the letter stated. "It
will ban all statewide rent controls
and severely restrict any future rent
control proposals - it will be known
as Prop. 10.
The letter added that the
"Fonda-Hayden rent control threat
can be put to rest permanently." It
is signed "Howard Jarvis, chairman
of the Stop Rent Control Committee."
John Barber, a representative
for "Californians for 10" was the
next to speak and was the first of two
speakers who favored the initiative.
"Prop. 10 is critical for the
survival of the rental industry," he
said. "It is a reasonable formula for
solving the current housing
problem."
He said the passage would mean
more money would be put into
construction of rental units.
conversions
Condominium
would also be slowed, he said.
Barber said the wording of the
initiative was not misleading and
this had been validated by a Santa
Barbara judge.
Supervisor Dan McCorquodale
disagreed.
"The decision was not
necessarily that the working wasn’t
misleading, but that people don’t
have the right not to be misled," the
supervisor said. "That would be my
interpretation."
"That would be a very personal
interpretation," Barber said in
response.
Barber pointed out that the
County Supervisors Association of
California ( CSAC) voted 57-3 in
favor of Prop. 10.
"Your own organization voted in
favor of it," Barber said. "They
represent you."
"They don’t represent me,"
Supervisor Rod Diridon said.
"Maybe the three do." One of the
three was McCorquodale, Santa
Clara County’s representative.
Supervisor Dominic Cortese had
to abstain from the unanimous vote
Cortese and his brother, who
own 18 acres in the East Valley
zoned for apartments, was told he
should abstain because of a possible
conflict of interest by the County
Council.
(For a related story on rents,
see Consumer Corner on back page).

by Kim Bergheim
As the 2:30 p.m. deadline for
filing A.S. candidacy applications
came and went on Friday, 45
hopefuls emerged, including four
presidential candidates.
The four are: Michael Medina,
current A.S. attorney general; Fazel
Fazelbhoy, former A.S. vice
president; Kiran Majithia, current
A.S. vice president; and Kevin
Johnson.
Nancy McFadden, current A.S.
’president, did not seek re-election.
She is running for director of state
affairs.
"The fact I’m not running for reelection is no reflection on how much
I enjoyed the job or how much I put
into it," McFadden said.
"There are two reasons why I’m
not running," she said.
"First, I have to get back to my
classes. Being A.S. president is not
conducive to studying.
"Second, the opportunity for
A.S. president should be open so as
many students as possible can gain
the experience I did."
The director of state affairs will
focus on state issues only, she said.
"I want to stay involved with
A.S.," McFadden said, "but now I
will have more time for my
classes."
The presidential candidates
have begun formulating platforms.
Medina is running for the
Students for Action, Access and
Accountability ( SFA ) party.
"I want to clean up the budget,"
he said. "I want to make sure budget
rules aren’t waived and they are
closely followed.

"I plan to campaign against
Prop. 9 and tuition," he said.
Fazelbhoy is running for the
Progressive Students ( PS) party.
"I feel a responsibility to the
students’ needs," he said.
"Since I’m a foreign student, I
feel an obligation to give something
back to the system.
"I’m opposed to Prop. 9 and will
work to defeat it," Fazelbhoy said.
Kevin Johnson is running on the
Progressive Friends ( PF I party.
"I don’t have any money to
campaign," he said. "I’m not going

to spend one cent on a campaign.
I’m running on my reputation. Those
who want to vote for me can," he
said.
Kiran Majithia is running for the
Students for Change ( SFC I party.
He was unavailable for comment.
Vice presidential candidates
include Rebecca Graveline (,)AFS
current council member; Alice
Phillips I PF ), former A.S. budget
committee member; and Anthony
Van (SFC), current council member.
Comptroller candidates are

Foot patrols resumed
Foot patrols by imiversity and San Jose city police will begin again
on Apra II, accord* to police information officer Russ Lunsford.
The patrols were discontinued last semester due to lack of ftmds.
Howevor, the flan Jest City C.oundl recently approved funding for the
hit* of 12 additional police officers, five of whom will be assigned to
foot patrol dirty.
/be other slim will become part of a special youth service unit at
the troubled Story and King area. .
The foot petrel were seee as both popular and effective in reducing
crime by students and area merchants.
University Pdlas will supply four Olken for the program. Officers assigned to the *role will wort a 10-bow shift, according to
Leasibmi
Theipstrib will eatead earth from SJSU to Santa Clara Street,
islet tallest! Skeet, west to Fourth Street and east to 15th Street,
"That doesn’t mean that they (the petrels) wouldn’t go
die" if a crime was oboorred, Lansford said.
"The idea is to be pro-ective, rather than re-active," he said. "The
pair* will be highly visible, with lots of public contact."
The polaris will also act as MA escort service for single Women.

The following candidates are
running for board of director
positions.
Director of Academic Affairs:
Kathy Shaw (SFC), John Michael
Craig Engineering Student Union,
and Jim Rowen ( SFA.
Director of Business Affairs:
Jeanine Boutet ISFC) and Mark
Meador SFA(.
Director of State Affairs:
Mark Galbo (SFC), Steve Augusto
( Engineering Student Union ) and
Nancy McFadden ( SFA I.
Director of Communications:
Eric Green ( SFA(, Gary Satre
(SFC), John S. Martin ( Engineering
Student Union) and Tony Combs
(Students for Democratic Action).
Director of Community Affairs: Bob Fudenna ( SFC ), Tony
Lustag ( Engineering Student Union )
and Ken Schott (SFA
Director of Ethnic Affairs:
Virgil Brown ( SFC I and Enrique
Mendez Flores ( SFA ).
Director of Intercultural
Affairs: Ranjan Charan I SFA) and
Peyman Hooshmand Rad (SFC).
Director of Non-Traditional
Minority Affairs: Sharon Maureen
O’Connor ( SFA ) is the only candidate.
Director
of
Personnel:
Michael Wells (SFC), Dominic
D’Amico ( Engineering Student
Union (and Larry Brightwell I SFAI.

Academic renewal

Simpler process proposed
by Carla Alvarez
The complicated process of
applying for academic renewal at
SJSU may be simplified, for both
students and the administration, if a
policy passed by the Academic
Senate on Monday is signed by SJSU
President Gail Fullerton.
Disregarding
previous
semester’s work and repeating
courses are the two ways undergraduate students have to make
up for lapses in academic performance.
Repeating courses would no
longer require students to complete
a petition, which must be signed by
the instructor of the course, the
chairperson of the department offering the course and the student’s
adviser.
Instead, students who want to
repeat a course in which a grade of
D, F or U was awarded, would check
a box to be provided on course
registration forms, according to
Prof. Roger Haight, chairman of the
Instruction and Research Committee.
A student would still be able to
repeat the course only if space was
available.
The new policy would also be
truer to executive order 213, a
directive from the Chancellor’s
office, which "makes clear the intent of academic renewal to apply

Karen Bluth (SFC), current council
member; Thomas Fil t SFA,
current council member; and Peggy
Collins ( PF ), head of the Student
Union board of governors.

only for the purposes of
graduation," the proposed policy
states.
The highest grade would "only
apply only for the purposes of
graduation," according to the
policy.
Both of the grades would be
averaged in the student’s GPA.
Under the current policy, the highest
grade replaces the lower one.
The process for disregarding
previous semesters’ work would
remain the same.
The university may disregard
up to two semesters of course work if
the student can still graduate with a
baccalaureate degree without
taking more courses, according to
policy.
A student’s course work can be
disregarded if the student can show
that at least five years have elapsed
since the semester( s) to be
disregarded, that a "genuine hardduring
the
existed
ship"
semester(s)
s ) to be disregarded, and
of
the
work
course
that the
semesters to be disregarded was
"aberrant."
This material must be forwarded to the Academic Fairness
Committee for review, and

recommendation to the academic
vice president.

of Sponsored
Director
Programs: Charlie Wittman (SFC),
Bob McAnulla Engineering Student
Union and Bill Santi ISFA
Director of Student Rights and
Kelley
Ted
Responsibilities:
( Students for Democratic Action )
and Diane Varouchakis SFA ).

The senate also discussed a
request by A.S President Nancy
McFadden to institute a policy that
would prohibit instructors from
making assignments during the five
academic days before the beginning
of the final examination schedule.

Director of Student Services:
Hung Do ( Bear ) ( SFC ) and Michael
Wangeman ISFA I.
There are five candidates for
three Academic Senate openings:

Other campuses have similar
policies, according to McFadden.
The proposal was referred to
committee until the senate’s next
meeting on May 12.

David Ronald Andrade ( SFA I,
Michael L. Howell ( SFC ), James
Babb ( SFA). Michael Melvern
Brown ( SFA ) and Michael "Andy"
Arias (SFA).

Gay Week schedule
Today’s scheduled events for Lesbian and Gay Awareness Week in
the Student Union include:
Poetry reading by poet Pat Parker. Her readings will deal with her
experience as a black lesbian feminist ( 10 to 11 a.m, in the Umunhum
Room, admission free).
Special health needs of Third World lesbians will be discussed by
therapist Ronnie Eversly ( 11 a.m. to noon in the Almaden Room, admission free).
"Somethin’ Special," three women who sing soul, blues and gospel
music ( noon to 1 p.m. in the Ballroom, admission free ).
A workshop of Latino cultural values, directed by Ed Diaz and
Oscar Hinojosa, who work with Third World gays ( 1 to 2 p.m. in the
Costanoan Room, admission free.
A discussion and slide show of lesbians in early San Francisco, San
Jose and Los Gatos 2:30 to 4 p.m. in the Umunhurn Room, admission free),

forum
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A.S.’s rejection of Reed
a ’bitter blow’ to SJSU

Editorial
Informational meetings
Careful not to step over legal boundaries, SJSU
President Gail Fullerton addressed the campus at an
-informational meeting" concerning Proposition 9 last
week.
The legal boundaries Fullerton so skillfully skirted
prevented her from condemning the income tax-slashing
initiative. However, the tone of her speech mirrored the
dread of every public employee faced with a reduced state
budget.
But the most startling feature of the meeting was not
Fullerton’s message; the position of most SJSU staff,
faculty and administrators on Prop. 9 is abundantly clear.
The fact that Fullerton approved the dismissal of
classes for one hour to discuss a political issue was not just
unusual, but precedent-setting.
By calling last week’s assembly, Fullerton briefly
filled a void in communication plaguing this university.
She proved that there are other issues outside the
classroom that warrant special attention by everyone on
this campus.
Even considering the great concern over Prop. 9,
however, there are other factors affecting this campus
that warrant the same attention.
There was no "informational meeting" when
President Carter announced the reinstatement of draft
registration, which could soon affect thousands of SJSU
students.
And there have been no "informational meetings"
concerning the proposed $5 million parking garage or the
destruction of older campus buildings, which many oppose.
The Spartan Daily believes that Fullerton should
make an effort to increase communication on all matters
affecting the university, promoting interaction among
students, faculty and administrators.
Fullerton should consider holding more frequent press
conferences, forums and "informational meetings" as
part of her role as leader of this campus.
Calling this campus together can only inspire campus
and community involvement in a university that sorely
lacks both.
We hope that Fullerton, who has seen fit to address the
campus concerning Prop. 9, will continue to use her role to
stimulate involvement in all matters concerning SJSU.

by Ron Regalia
Suit Writer

Editor’s note: The Daily does
not believe it is correct to publish
our staff writers’ personal opinions
on the pending actions of campus
organizations they have been
assigned to cover and still allow
them to report on that group.
Because of this, Ron Regalia has
been reassigned and will no longer
report on the actions of the
Associated Students.
Mark Marymee
Editor
If the AS. budget committee has
its way, The Reed, and with it the
creativity and dreams of many
talented writers, may not be

’Reed is literature to be saved and
treasured; it’s not discardable newsprint.’
available to SJSU students next
year.
Reed’s death would be a bitter
blow to the English Department and
this university.
The committee has recommended that the annual English
Department publication receive no
A.S. funding next year. The fate of
Reed’s request is now in the hands of
A.S. Council, which will discuss the
proposed 1980-81 budget tonight.
The committee’s decision is a
sad, but typical, example of our
"student" government’s failure to
see beyond economics. Reed
requested $4,600 and received
nothing because it "benefits too few
students and is directed at a highly
select group," the committee said.
The Reed is a collection of
poetry and short stories composed
by SJSU students. As such, it appeals mainly to those interested in
literature and writing.

’Potholes’ lie in wait for
the unsuspecting motorist
by Brian Wirth
Staff Voriter

One problem frequently griped
about by motorists but never fully
addressed to by the city is poor
roads.
Some of the roads in Campbell
and Saratoga are especially very
poor. The roads are marked with
cracks, rocks and potholes as big as
your head. It is really a terrible
problem.
Two roads whch immediately
come to mind are McCoy Avenue
and Bucknall Road in Saratoga and
San Jose. The condition of these
roads is unbelievably poor.

year, the city road workers can have
something to do and keep busy.
After all, the same old dirty jokes
they tell do get tiresome. The reason
most often given by the cities of
Saratoga and San Jose for not
coming out and fixing the roads is
because of a shortage of funds
resulting from the passage of
Proposition 13.
However, if memory serves me

Every year, after heavy rains,
or even light rains for that matter,
these two roads become a motorist’s
nightmare. These two throughways
are littered with huge, gaping
chasms called potholes, which lay in
wait for some unsuspecting motorist
to hit them and jar his or her kinfolk
in Arkansas.
It not only gives you quite a jolt
to hit one of these enormous holes,
but it also knocks your car wheels
out of line, thus costing you precious
though depreciative dollars to have
a wheel alignment done.
Another problem associated
with these deep canyons is trying to
avoid them. While swerving back
and forth down the street trying to
miss the potholes, you run the risk of
one of our city’s finest pulling you
over for drunken driving.

The committee seems to think
these students are not worthy of A.S.
representation. Who is, then? A
democracy correct me if I am
wrong) should attempt to benefit all
segments of its constituency.
When representatives begin to
single out groups as insignificant
and unworthy, they cease to be
representatives. Democracy, in
essence, ceases to be democracy.
The committee’s hypocrisy in
this area is evident. Santa Clara
County is an automobile-based area
and few residents regularly use
bicycles. The A.S. bike shop, it
follows, serves a small part of the
SJSU student body.
Yet, the commitee, which
denied Reed the money because of

correctly, the city conveniently
almost never came out to fix the
roads before Proposition 13 passed.
Boy, what some people won’t do to
stop from earning easy money.
I don’t know what the ultimate
solution to the problem is but tarring
over potholes is certainly not the
answer. Perhaps, by some fickle
finger of fate, the two roads are
doomed by destiny to remain victims of potholes.

its select readership, chose to
budget the shop $5,000 for 1980-81. I
fail to see the difference.
The cultural weeks’ budget was
set at about $28,000 for next year.
The four programs, including
"Womyn’s
Chicana,
Semana
Week," the Asian-American Spring
Festival and Black Awareness
Month, are largely aimed at specific
ethnic and cultural groups.
Small, narrowly defined groups,
such as the Geology club, are
allocated A.S. money to send
delegates to national conferences.
Last week, the council gave
colleague Enrique Mendez Flores
$301 to attend a Chicano convention.
The bike shop, cultural weeks
and student conferences are important programs which benefit students and thus reserve funding.
Whether 20 or 20,000 students are
benefited is immaterial. Ambition
and hard work must be rewarded if
SJSU is to remain a legitimate educational institution.
Reed’s request should be
honored on this basis, not just
because of the committee’s contradictory funding policies.
Contributions to Reed, unlike
most clubs, are not restricted to
certain students. People of all
majors, not just English, have an
opportunity to get involved. The
publications is read both on and off
campus. This is not to condemn
clubs but only to point out that Reed
is not necessarily a "highly selective" program.
The committee, in turning away
Reed, is suppressing the university’s
function of higher education.
Literature is, and always has been, a
valuable learning tool and the work
of intelligent and creative individuals.

The committee’s treatment of
Reed is reminiscent of the banning
of Steinbeck novels at the San Jose
City Library in the 1930s and the U.S.
government’s attempts to censor
"obscene" literature. The reasons
may be different, but the result is
always the same. People are
deprived of artistic genius.
Reed serves a unique type of
student, one who is intellectually
motivated and inspired by learning.
Perhaps this student, a dying breed
in today’s society, should be supported.
A.S., in addition to its role of
representing student needs, should
promote the educational work of all
campus departments and advocate
higher learning. The English
Department is no exception.
The committee points out that
Reed sells only about 200 of its 500
annual copies. Looking at this as
shortsighted, economically-geared
bureaucrats, the committee concluded that Reed is a bad investment.
From an educational viewpoint,
however, this figure is evidence of
the downward spiral of higher
learning. The fact that only 200 of
25,000 SJSU students are buying
Reed makes the book that much
more important.
A.S. should help Reed increase
that readership rather than deny
those 200 students access to the
publication. In weighing university
priorities, why does economics so
often supersede student needs and
education?
Why is it that A.S. continually
bickers over trifling sums of money?
The council this semester has
debated with groups for hours over
as little as $50 ( and later denied any
allocation
If A.S. did not have the money,
perhaps its refusal to fund Reed
would be somewhat justified. But
this is not the case.
Consider the proposed 1980-81
budget. The 12 council-members
next year may each receive $50
monthly salaries. The committee
also recommended $7,500 for a
representative of the California
State Students Association, a student government coalition of questionable effectiveness.
AS. Earth Toys was budgeted
$12,800 and the AS. Program Board
$89,000 . The A.S. Business Office

received about $130,000 and the
A.S. legislative and executive
branches combined more than
$23,000.
Yet, Reed, with is request of less
than $5,000, was granted nothing.
SJSU students, including Reed
contributors and buyers, finance the
A.S. budget. Since A.S. is budgeting
a large portion of that money to
itself, it seems only fair that the
organization represent all students
whenever possible.
Perhaps the most important
consideration is Reed’s function as a
publisher. The book provides an
outlet for student writers whose
work otherwise may not be printed.
For many, Reed is a motivator
which uncovers and nourishes writing skills.
Literary publishers, incidentally, are far rarer than
bikeshops in this county.
Many SJSU students will seek
careers in writing as journalists and
authors. Some may even achieve
greatness and create works that will
be cherished by future generations.
Some may be former Reed contributors.
Reed is a quality publication.
The material printed is carefully
selected by an editorial board. Only
a small part of that submitted is
actually accepted.
The committee had th audacity
to suggest that Reed be published in
a newspaper format to cut printing
costs. Reed is literature to be saved
and treasured, it’s not discarbable
newsprint. I suppose the committee
wouldn’t mind if the works of
Shakespeare were in tabloid.
If Reed dies, its tombstone
should read, "Dedicated to the
dreams and inspiration of writers
who were not and to that rare gift of
creativity which could not find a
home."
The budget committee probably
will not understand this epitaph. It is
sad that important programs can be
terminated by people who don’t
comprehend or discuss all aspects of
a decision.
Jim Rowen, councilmember and
assistant
budget
committee
chairperson, said it best when he
described council as a "group of 20
blind people" in February.
If council does not reverse the
committee’s decision tonight, I will
have to agree with him.

Daily Policy

If you’re ever hard up for an
interesting experience, try explaining to an all-knowing police
officer that the reason your car was
swerving back and forth down the
street was because you were trying
to miss the potholes.

The policy of the Spartan Daily
regarding letters and material submitted from individuals or organizations outside of the Spartan Daily
staff is as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted at the
Daily office (JC 208) between 9 a.m.
and 5 p.m. weekdays or by mail to
the Forum Page, c/o the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University, 125
S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA 95192.
All letters must include the writer’s signature, major, class standing, address and telephone number.
Only the name, major and class
standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment as appeared.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to edit for length.

He’ll politely tell you he left his
wading boots at home and remind
you not to use such juvenile excuses.
But seriously, the roads are
terrible and badly in need of repair,
and it seems to take an act of
Congress to get the city out to fix
them.
Finally, when the city does get
off its backside and attempt to fix
the roads, it does a half-hearted job
of doing it. To fix the problem, the
city merely tars over the holes, and
"temporarily" solves the problem,
until the next rain comes, when the
holes will neatly reappear.
I think the reason the roads are
temporarily fixed and not permanently fixed is so that the next

Forum
The intent of the Spartan Daily

4

Forum Page is to present a variety
of viewpoints on issues affecting the
university community.
Comments, columns and editorials will discuss local, state, national
and international affairs.
Editorials reflect the position of
the Daily. Opinion columns express
the views of the writer or organization and will appear with a byline attributing the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages reader comments regarding editorials, opinions
and news stories.
Releases
Releases should be submitted as
early as possible to the City Editor
at the Spartan Daily office or by
mail. The sooner the release is received, the better coverage the topic
may receive.
All releases should include a telephone number that can be called In
case further information is needed.

feature
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Tubbing it!
’Decadence’ melts away in bubbling waters
by Greg Grimes
Ah, to slowly sink into a steaming hot tub after
another long and arduous day at SJSU.

I was ready to get soaked.

With three friends for support, I ventured into
Grand Central expecting to find persons of all shapes
hand, continually jumping
All of the anxieties and frustrations of the day would and sizes, peacock feather in
into and out of each others’ tubs and clothes.
simply melt away while laying immersed in the gently
Instead, when we arrived at 4 p.m., all was quiet.
bubbling tub.
The floors, walls and ceilings were immaculately clean;
Or so I thought as I caught myself daydreaming
I felt as if I had just entered a hospital.
once again.
The day manager briskly took down my name and
The truth is, the only hot tubs I had ever actually
money 1$4.50 per person per hour before 5 p.m.) then
seen until recently had been on television.
led us through a series of hallways until we reached ..,ur
room.
It all began with the NBC"sexpose" of steaming
Mann County entitled, "I Want It All Now," which aired
Not only did the room come with a steaming reda couple of years ago.
wood hot tub, it also had a moderately -sized dry sauna,
a shower, a telephone to the front desk, piped-in music
The program showed Mahn singles, couples and
groups engaged in any and all sorts of pleasurable, and, and a fullsized mattress.
When I asked what the mattress was for, the
as the announcer was quick to point out, "decadent"
manager quickly pointed out that the three-by -seven-foot
activities, including peacock feather massages, holistic.
pad
was actually just a "cushioned bench."
sun healing - and hot tubs.
"People
get the wrong idea if we tell them that each
And recently on television there has been a barrage
room comes equipped with a bed," he said.
of preview blurbs for the new movie "Serial," which
The room was completely private and had stark,
shows persons in all walks of life jumping from one
white tiled walls and a red cement floor.
steaming hot tub to the next in search of the hottest hot
tub, and I don’t mean temperature-wise.
The hot tub was about seven feet in diameter and
four and a half feet deep, the manager said.
Why should they be having all that fun?
The temperature in the sauna always remains
I decided it was time to get my feet wet. I closed my
text and called the nearest hot tub manufacturer only to between 150 and 200 degrees, depending on the wishes of
find out that for all students whose last name isn’t Getty the renter.
or Hughes, the price of a redwood tub is just slightly
After a quick change in the hallway bathroom, this
beyond the outer limits of the Twilight Zone.
renter was ready to experience the "decadent"
pleasures of Babylon.
The company spokesman helped take me out of
shock, though, by suggesting that I try the new public
Actually, the Babylonians never had it so good.
hot tub facility in Mountain View.
The hot tub was positively therapeutic and the
Grand Central Sauna and Hot Tub Company, 170 W. sauna was equally effective.
El Camino Real, is the only facility South of Burlingame
The hour seemed to be over in five minutes, and our
which rents hot tub rooms by the hour.
four totally contented bodies languidly left the building.
The spokesman also said that this type of business
was going to be the new wave that would soon crash on
I was ready for a peacock feather massage and
California in a big way.
holistic sun healing, believe me.

i’64441

Fad of the ’80s: public hot tub business makes a splash
by Greg Grimes
"There is also a surIt seems that everyone prising amount of foreign
in the South Bay is finding people that come here. We
themselves submerging get people from Japan and
into one of the fastest Germany all the time. A lot
emerging fads of the ’80s - of Finns come here too."
public. hot tub facilities.
Each room has an
"We’re trying to bridge identical arrangement,
the gap between a motel Kihn said. "We found that
and a health facility," said equipping each room with a
Jeff Kihn, general sauna, hot tub, shower
manager of Mountain facilities and rest area in
View’s Grand Central the same size room is ideal.
Sauna and Hot Tub We also think that no more
Company.
than four people should be
in one room at a time."
The hot tub facility has
18 rooms available to the
"We don’t provide
public and they are seldom mirrors on the ceiling like
not in use, Kihn said.
some of our competitors
do," Kihn said. "We try to
Grand Central is the be a step above."
only public hot tub facility
south of Burlingame.
Each hot tub is
scrubbed at least once a
Kihn said most of the day, in accordance to the
costumers that come into Mountain View sanitary
the Mountain View facility regulations, Kihn said.
are either couples or
married people of all ages.
"We have inspectors
come in all the time to
make sure everything is
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Kihn came to his
job
after
present
graduating from SJSU with
a master’s degree in
English.
"After Proposition 13,
it was all over for me,"
Kihn said. "I taught five
years before it hit, but I
was still one of the first to
go."
Kihn doesn’t regret the
turn of events that led him
to his present position,
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though
"This is an expanding
company and I feel like a
real part of that. We
started in San Francisco in
1977 and we’ve already
expanded to Berkely,
Seattle and here. It’s
great."
The owner, who Kihn
did not want to identify,
received the idea from his
wife after she could not find
any hot tub facilities in San
Francisco. The husband
opened his first public hot
tub facility in order to
appease himself, his wife,
and a few friends.
"From there it just
took off," Kihn said. "And
who knows where it will all
end. I sure don’t."
Although Kihn would
not disclose the financial
status of the operation, he
did say that they were not
doing badly.
"We really can’t say
how we are doing financially, because that got us
into trouble in San Francisco," he said. "We had a
couple of articles appear in
the papers up there about
how well we were doing,
and the next thing you
know, a competitor had
moved across the street

and was taking away some
of our customers."

provides all passers-by
with an unusual view.

Kihn said they do not
allow any alcoholic
beverages inside the

Standing between the
thrift and loan association
building and a paint store
on 170 W. El Camino Real,
the hot tub facility looks as
if it might have just landed

MOMS.

"Alcohol tends to have
an intensifying effect on a
person while he or she is in
the hot tub. We do it for
their own benefit," he said.

from another planet.
The large, square,
modern, gray cement
building is equipped with 76
separate black solar panels
stacked four high on its
roof and are encased in a
large orange steel frame.

Bug Problems?

SOLUTION!

The restrictions don’t
seem to discourage many
people, Carol Muscarello,
the manager for the
Mountain View branch,
said.
"During the weekends,
we typically get so many
people, that there is a wait
of two and a half hours at
times," she said. "We don’t
take reservations."
The hours of the
Mountain View branch are
between 8 a.m. and 11 p.m.
on weekdays and between 9
a.m. and 1 p.m. on
weekends.
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The cost of admission
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before 5 p.m. and $5.50
anytime afterward.
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their costumers with hot
tubs, saunas and piped-in
music, Grand Central also
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sports
Unearned runs prove costly to Spartans
by Jeff Morris
Two unearned runs in the eighth
inning enabled the University of
California at Davis to take a 5-4
decision over SJSU yesterday.
The loss leaves the Spartans 2019 going into this weekend’s threegame league encounter with
University of the Pacific.
The Mustangs are now 13-21-2
and are currently on a four game
winning streak.

The Spartans started off the day
on an optimistic note, scoring an
unearned run in the first inning. In
that same inning, an obvious base
hit by SJSU first baseman Stan
Jones was ruled an error by the UCD
scorer.
Jones put Mustang pitcher Pete
Larson’s three-two pitch past UCD’s
third baseman Mark Swinney, who
touched the ball with his glove but
could not handle it.

RBI double. Home scoring again
favored the Mustangs as Paris’ hard
shot to center field went off Spartan
centerfielder Hugh Williamson’s
glove. But the scorer gave Paris
credit for a hit when it could have
been ruled an error.

The Mustangs answered back
with a run of their own in the bottom
of the first on three consecutive
singles by Swinney, shortstop Mike
Vogt, and catcher Jim Saunders.
Head coach Gene Menges, who
stated Monday that he would use
four pitchers in yesterday’s game,
seemed to be nervous at starter
Mark Langston’s dubious outing.
UCD went ahead in the second
inning on third baseman Mike Paris’

"The ball was hard to handle. It
was hit pretty hard and it went off
the heel of my glove," said
Williamson after the contest.
The Mustangs took a 3-1 lead in
the same inning, when designated
hitter Eric Parker doubled down the
first baseline, bringing Paris home.
In the sixth inning the Spartans
answered back, most loudly, with a
homer over the rightfield fence by
Steve Scherette, recently acquired
from SJSU’s JV squad.
Scherette, who admittedly was

nervous in his first varsity appearance, said the pitch was "a
waist-high fastball."
Scherette’s homer came immediately after a disputed second
base play in which rightfielder Mike
Brown was called out on an attempted steal.
"That play made me concentrate a little more," said
Scherette, who like the rest of the
Spartans, gave a loud disapproval of
the umpire’s call.
With the score 3-2 in the top of
the eighth, the Spartans agains were
able to use the long ball to score.
Third
baseman
Rick
Dominguez, who was inserted into
the game for Dan Eta, led off the
inning with a single and went to
second on Mustang shortstop Greg
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Taylor’s throwing error. Dominguez
then stole third when the Mustang
infielders had trouble deciding
whether to throw to third or to
second.
After leftfielder Don Davenport
struck out, catcher Mike Valentin
sent Mustang reliever Brian
Johnson’s high fastball over the
centerfield fence, giving the
Spartans a 4-3 lead.
"It was a fastball up around my
eyes," grinned the Spartan cocaptain.
The Spartan lead was shortlived as a wildpitch and a throwing
error by Jay Brazil gave UCD the
two winning runs in the eighth inning.
"Nobody’s God and I’m a little
rusty after a twelve day layoff,"
Brazil said after the game.

Lady golfers off to slow start
Although they flew to
Phoenix with high hopes of
blasting through the Lady
Sun Devil tournament this
week, SJSU’s women
out
started
golfers
yesterday on a particularly
dismal note.
"The sun must have
gotten to us," coach Mark
Gale said with a laugh,
although he indicated he
had little to joke about.
After the first round of
the Arizona State Invitational drew to a close,
the Lady Spartans had
accumulated a team total
of 318, which Gale conby Greg Richard
sidered unusually high for
season
an
earlier
match
this
Carlsen and the Spartan his squad.
Spartan Rich Carlsen puts his all into a return in
squad pulled off a 5-4 victory over Santa Barbara yesterday
"We weren’t playing
well at all," he said. "I had
expected us to shoot a 304,

Quickly end losing streak

JACK IN
BOX
THE
restaurants has immediate

Netters edge Gauchos, 5-4
Don Paulsen, Rich
Carlsen and Jeff Everist
were unable to pull through
in their singles contests,
falling to their Gaucho
opponents.
But efforts by SJSU’s
Dave Couch and Dave
Cowan pushed the Spartans
up to tie Santa Barbara 3-3
in the singles competition.
In a very tight first set,
Couch sqeaked past Santa
Barbara’s Tom Rey in a 5-4
tiebreaker decision. The
Spartan went on to defeat
Rey by a substantially
large margin, taking a 7-6,
6-3 win.
Dave Cowan, who
normally does not play
with the regular six
Spartan starters, played
exceptionally
well
yesterday in the No. 6 spot,
crushing his Gaucho opponent in straight sets of 64, 6-3 and tying up the
match.

Kerr signs 4 more
Coach 1 .J. Kerr has announced the signing of four
more recruits for next season’s Spartan wrestling team.
This brings the number of new recruits to six. Kerr is
hoping to sign around 20 recruits all together, within the
next few weeks.
Newcomers to SJSU, all whom placed in state high
school competition are Ceasar Escudero 1142 pounds,
Santa Teresa High); John Torrise 1177 pounds, Watsonville High); and the Perez brothers, Arnold and Albert
(133 pounds and 115 pounds, respectively, Overfelt High I.

Would you like
to curl up
with a
GOOD BOOK?

The Spartans needed to
win two out of their three
doubles contests, and they
came
through
under
pressure.
Brash came off the
bench to pair up with
Batten for the doubles
competition, and the duo
defeated the Gauchos’
Seibel and Scott Bodolla 64, 4-6, 6-3.
Couch and Paulson
came through with the

Family
openings on all shills We will be in.
lerviewing daily from 2 to 5 p m at the
following location
551 last San Carlos Street
San Jose

deciding victory, crushing
their Santa Barbara opposition 6-1, 6-4, and winning the match for the
Spartans.

par 69 fired by Sharon
Barrett of Arizona State.
"She (Barrett) really
burned up the course,"
Gale said.
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Plantronics, a successful manufacturer of advanced commercial telecommunications equipment, has immediate openings in new product
development and manufacturing for talented engineering graduates
interested in:
ANALOG CIRCUIT DESIGN
New Product Development design of analog communications
products, custom analog integrated circuits, electro-optical
and very -low -power circuitry.
instrumentation and test
Manufacturing and Test design of
circuitry, systems, and procedures; design improvements to
existing products.
DIGITAL and MICROPROCESSOR DESIGN
Microprocessor system design, hardware/software tradeoff
analyses, real-time software design, general circuit design.
INDUSTRIAL and MECHANICAL DESIGN
Develop human -engineered approaches to products. Design
new products using analytical skills in mechanics, materials,
thermosciences and acoustics.
Plantronics is located in the beautiful, smog-free, coastal town of
Santa Cruz on Monterey Bay in Northern California. We offer outstanding employee benefits and an opportunity to participate in a professional
team committed to solving the telecommunications problems of the 80’s.
ON CAMPUS TUESDAY, APRIL 22
Contact student placement office for an interview appointment.
Summer job opportunities available for continuing students.

ENGINEERING, PHYSICS,
COMPUTER SCIENCE,
MATH, CHEMISTRY AND
OTHER TECHNICAL NEW
GRADUATES
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Relax.
There
will be
a really
GOOD
BOOK
out in
APRIL.

course with a rating of 76,
the Spartans’ top scorer
was Patty Sheehan, but her
78 fell far short of
yesterday’s lowest individual score, a 7-under

Jazz
RESTAURANT

by Catherine Cassidy
Dispelling last week’s
darkness quickly, the SJSU
men’s tennis team came
through with a victory
yesterday, edging past UCSanta Barbara 5-4 on the
South Campus courts.
The win gained back
for the Spartans the glory
they had lost last week,
when they dropped two
to
matches
crucial
University of Southern
California and UC-Los
Angeles on the L.A. teams’
home battlefield.
Spartan top singles
man Nial Brash was unable
to regain himself after his
first two season losses last
week, having to sit out the
singles battle to nurse an
injured shoulder.
But Paul Batten played
well in the top-spot, taking
on Santa Barbara’s Dave
Seibel and whipping him in
straight sets, 6-2. 6-3, 6-2.

and a 318 is an indication of
a very bad day for us."
The Spartans’ final
first-day score was all of 17
strokes behind tournament
ieader
University
of
Arizona, which tore up the
course with a 5-under par
299. Arizona State clocked
out with a 302 and
University of New Mexico
finished No. 3 in first round
action with a 317.
On an extremely long
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Glamor of pro golf tour beckons Sheehan
by Catherine Cassidy
The illustrious call to
the professional spotlight
has lured more than a few
college athletes seeking
fame and fortune.
Preparing to step into
that spotlight with the rest
of the pros this summer is
Patty
SJSU golfer
Sheehan.
The 23-year-old human
performance senior and
mainstay of coach Mark
Gale’s highly -ranked
women’s golf team,
Sheehan made her decision
to go pro only after a lot of
thought, a bit of prodding
from her parents and many
years of nose -to-the grindstone practicing out
on the golf course.
"It wasn’t a decision I
made overnight," Sheehan
said, sipping on an iced tea
after, what else, a few
rounds of golf.
"A lot of people have
been telling me for a while,
’Wow, you’re good! Why
don’t you turn pro, Patty?’
But I just didn’t think I was
ready yet," she said.
"These past few months I
finally made up my mind to
do it."

by Davld Flethate

Patty Sheehan’s eyes follow a shot down the fairway during a practice round
last week Sheehan will attempt to break into the pro golf set this summer.

And she certainly is not
lacking in the credentials
department. Aside from
holding down the SJSU’s
top team spot this year
with a 75.1 average,
Sheehan has more than
proved herself by racking
up honors in several largescale competitions.

The Nevada State
Amateur champion for four
consecutive years, 1975-78,
and the California State
Amateur champion two
years in a row, ’77-78,
Sheehan captured national
fame last summer when
she took second place in the
U.S. Women’s Amateur
Open in Memphis, Tenn.
As if those weren’t
enough prerequisites for
the professional ranks, she
was invited in early

If after 72 holes she can
hold on to an average of 77
or better, she will receive
her tour card and will be,
officially, "a pro."
Although the pressure
will be great, Sheehan
doesn’t
consider
the
Albuquerque course a
major threat, as SJSU will
compete on that very
course in the Association of
Intercollegiate Athletics
for Women Golf Championships this July.

"When everyone
around me was telling me!
should turn pro, I always
asked my mom, and she’d
tell me I wasn’t quite
ready," she said.
"She usually knows
what’s best for me and one
day she told me she thought
I could handle it."
And her parents should
probably know. They had
little Patty out riding in a
golf cart before she could

’I’ve got to give it a go...’
February to join the internationally renowned
Curtis Cup team, which
will compete this summer
in Ireland.
And her steadily improving performance in
college competition the last
few years has reinforced
her confidence in her
game, to the point where
she considers herself ready
to try out the pro tour.

"I will have the chance
to Play the course before
the qualifying school
starts," she said. "That
will give me a big headstart."
She admits the whole
idea of competing on the
professional level has her a
bit green around the gills,
but then she asks, "Who
wouldn’t be scared?

"My average has been
going down every year, and
hopefully if I make the
pros, it will go down even
more," she said.

"I’ll admit, it’s a little
scary," she confessed, but
added, "I’ve got to give it a
go though, and now seems
as good a time as any."

In order to make the
pro tour, Sheehan will
attend a professional
qualifying school at the
University of New MexicoAlbuquerque, where she
will be playing non-stop
golf for four days.

Although her choice to
go pro came largely from
her own desire to try out
the bigtime, Sheehan had
to include the gentle
prodding of her parents as
a major influence on her
decision.

walk and started her on her
game at age seven.
"I used to caddy for
them," Sheehan said.
"Almost every weekend I’d
go out with them. And then
I just started playing."
She did more than
play. She began to win.
Her high school golf
team in her homeland of
Reno, Nevada, captured
the Nevada State Golf
championship three years
in a row and she probably
would have had a more
extensive golf career
during her two-year stay at
University of Nevada -

Reno, had it not been for
one small problem.
"They really had no
golf team," she said. "I
was the only one competing
for Reno. So if I wanted to
keep golfing in college. I
had to leave."
She
chose
SJSU
because of its highly-touted
golf program
Although SJSU has
provided the perfect
spawning ground for her
professional
career,
Sheehan has decided it’s
time to go back home to
Reno.
"I really like the team,
but I want to go home and
be with my family," she
said. -They can give me
support I can’t get
anywhere else."
She will be leaving
SJSU after the current
AIAW golf season comes to
a close, and although she
does plan to finish up her
degree
sometime,
somewhere,
Sheehan
decided that the opportunity to play with the
pros was too good to pass
up.
"I’ll finish (school)
sometime, but I had to do
this," she said. "And now
seems like the right time."

All’s comeback trail may lead to disaster
The roar of the crowd
or the lure of megabucks?
Depending upon who
you talk to, one or the other
have drawn three-time
world
heavyweight
champion Muhammad Ali
back into boxing’s
spotlight.
Publicly. Ali claims the
sole reaason for his
comeback -- he is
scheduled to fight either
WBA champion Larry
Holmes or WBC title holder
Mike Weaver this summer
- is to become the only man
to
ever
win
the
heavyweight crown four
different times.
But newspaper reports
say All has blown all or
almost all of the millions of
dollars he earned during
his lengthy career, and to

Bared Soles
Roger Myers
Sports Editor

afford his affluent lifestyle
needs to re-enter the ring.
And a television
special on ABC’s "Wide
World of Sports" indicated
that Ali could not live
without the adulation of
millions of fans.
Whatever the reason,
none seem strong enough to
justify suicide.
At 38 and severly

Best to miss h ome opener
According to team
public relations director
Steve Des Georges, the
internationally relcnowned
George Best will not be in a
San Jose Earthquakes
uniform Saturday night for
the home opener.
"Best isn’t expected to
arrive until Monday," Des
Georges said yesterday.
In other player activity, former SJSU star

Joe Silvera has been
dropped from the active
roster, leaving Steve Ryan
and Easy Perez as the only
former Spartans on the
team.

**************
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Xerox
Copies
I’/2( Each

heavyweight champ that
once magnificent skills
were quickly and mercilessly fading.
The famous
"Ali
Shuffle" was naught but a
skeleton of its former self
when infrequently used.
The once awesome punches
left little impact upon its
recipients.
And the
stamina that had carried
Ali so far was eroding
away.
Sure, it would be nice
to see Ali retake the crown
for an unprecedented
fourth time.

overweight, Ali is in no
shape to fight an amateur.
let alone the world champ.
For his part, Ali claims
to be able to work himself
into shape by June. But
after winning the title for
the third time by beating
Leon Spinks, Ali maintained he never again
wanted to work so hard.
The body would simply no
longer respond to the incredible physical demands
of training for a
professional fight.
It was evident during
Ali’s second tenure as

UGvA2 GIG\ 'Gq2
"It may be the best example

YOU CAN CONTINUE
TO SEEK OUT
MEEK-TASTING BEERS.

of sustained eroticism
I have ever seen on screen."
- David Rosenbaum. Hoskin HereI,1
he sensual 1.
of a Voting alri
discovering her
sexuality

to see him massacred in
the ring.
Besides, Ali is the only
man to ever thrice win the
crown. And even if he had
to almost throw the first
fight with Spinks to come
back and achieve that

SPARTAN
11th &SAN CARLOS

(1 BLK. from CAMPUS)
75 Washers
and Dryers

But those of us who
have admired this man
who became bigger than
his scandal-laden sport and
single-handedly gave it
respectability and have
marveled at his unparalled
athletic ability do not wish

NO WAITING
FREE PARKING

OPEN PARTY

295-6600/295-7770

WE’VE
GOT
THEM.
Let us convert your college degree
into an executive position in one
of more than 40 career fields. Find
out " you can apply what you’ve
learned in college to a job with challenge and demand.
It’s an opportunity that offers
you an excellent salary, 30 days of
paid vacation a year, a chance for
graduate education, plus much,
much more. Call: SSqt Pete Tompk r
1930 Camden Ave. sat, Jose, 3 7 1-4 3 7 7

21{221c4g
A gra. way el We

"JINX"

EXCLUSIVE
ENGAGEMENT

MEET IN PERSON
Science Fiction Author

JOAN D. VINGE
Hugo Award winner and author
of the best new science fiction
novel in years.

PREPARE FOR

MCAT LSAT GMAT
SAT DAT GRE
Permanent Center. open days, evening* and
weekends
Low hourly cost Dedicated full-time staff
Complete TEST -n -TAPE," facilities for review of
class lessons and supplementary materials.
Small cl
taught by skilled Instructors.
Opportunity to make up missed lemma.
Voluminous home -study materials constantly
updated by researchers expert In their field.
Opportunity to transfer to and continue study at
any of our over 80 centers.
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self service

007 E Santa Clara St

recognition, it still stands
unsurpassed.
Please, Muhammad,
call if off. You were able to
handle Leon Spinks at will,
but Larry Holmes or Mike
Weaver won’t be so accomodating.

0617 1,..,

327-0841

499 HAMILTON AVENUE
PALO ALTO 94301
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A college education matched
with a training program can be a
winning combination, when you’re
looking for a full-time job after
graduation. And that’s where New
England Life’s program fits in.
We will be interviewing on
campus Thursday April 24th. Sign up
at Career Planning and Placement,

.ay
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2995 Moorpark
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Budget committee responds to Reed Student honor list posted
Rebutting statements made by Reed
Magazine adviser Robert Sweet, Jim Rowen,
vice chairman of the A.S. budget committee,
said yesterday that the committee responds
to all requesting groups.
Sweet was quoted in a story in yesterday’s Spartan Daily as saying that the budget
committee didn’t inform Reed magazine
editors that "We won’t exist next year."
Sweet was upset by the committee’s final
recommendation that the campus literary

heard," Rowen said. "I was the contact
person for Reed. I sent a copy of that
meeting’s minutes and a copy of the final
rcomrnendations to Reed.
Rowen said he sent the documents addressed to Sweet.
"I’ve submitted things ( for publication)
to Reed myself," said Rowen, "but I don’t
think we should be using money from the
whole associated ( AS.) for something that
goes to such a small group."

magazine receive no A.S. funding. The
request to budget $4,600 for publication costs
was turned down by the committee.
The proposed 1980-81 A.S. budget will be
he subject of a public forum today from 3 to
5:30 p.m. in the Student Union upper pad.
After the public forum the A.S. council
will discuss the budget and agree on a final
version.
"Every group is sent copies of the
minutes of the meeting when they were

Students who think they have
qualified to make the President’s
Scholars List or the Dean’s Scholars
List should check to make sure they
have been included
The list of students who are thought
to have qualified for the honors is
posted outside the Academic Senate
office in Administration Building, room
178.

Students not on the list who think
they qualify should call Marie Carr at
277-2902.
In order to be named to the
President’s Scholars List an undergraduate student must have earned
a 4.0 GPA for two consecutive
semesters of the last three semesters
and must have also taken a total of at
least 24 units at SJSU during those two
semesters.

classifieds
Announcements

WANTED: Ba;0201-1 -c-arTIS;
Malts and world series programs,
ant
memorabilia. QUICK CASH. See Dr.
Lapin, BUS. Tower 763, Or Call 137.
0191
STUDENT Dental Plan. Take care
of your mouth and sane money too
Enroll nowt! Information at AS.
Office, or v1113716111.
Gardens Recycling
Center is open this semester Wed.,
11 amlpm and Sat. and Sun.. 10am
Ipm. we collect newspaper, cardboard, glass, aluminum and tin
cans, (please flatten), motor oil and
automobile batteries. We’re across
from Spartan Stadium on the corner
of S. 7th and Humboll Sts. Bring
your recyclables and come out and
support us. Volunteers welcome.
BEERMAKING
OUR bit selling for 529.95 makes 9
gallons of delicious brew, and then
75 cents per 6 pack alter that.
Simple instructions and top quality
ingredients make EVERY customer
a success EVERY TIME. Your
friends will insist in coming to
YOUR pad in the future. After all,
where can they get a European type
malt beer with 5 percent alcohol and
not have to go out to buy it. We’ll
give you individual instruction, or
lust be happy to rap more with you
on Friday nights 1 mm 7 to 10 in the
Beermakers Pub, next door to the
store
BEERMAKERSOF AMERICA
1040 N 4th Street
San Jose, 2110 6647
Store open: Wed. Irmo Sat.. 9 a.m. to
6p.m., 4 dayS.
ARE you graduating? What better
time to have a beautolul award
winning color portrait created by
J ohn Eric Paulson. Call John at 444
2380.
SAN OSU: Gay Student Union is a
supportive aaaaa isatoon for lesbians
and gay men. G$U provides a blend
of social and educational activities
which give lesbians and gay men the
opportunity to meet. learn about
themselves and each other and
relevant social issues. We meet in
the S.U. at 11 p.m. every Thurs. in
Council Chambers. Lesbian Caucus
meets 7:30 p.m. Wednesdays in the
Women’s Center. For more in.
formation on arty of our events. Call
""GAYS.
EVANGELICALS Concerned has
Bible study for gay men and women.
Wednesdays. 2276 Maywood Ace.
P.O. Box 1165, San Jose 95109. Call
996-0755.
SJSU COUNSELING Services
Available to all students who would
like help with vocational, personal
or academic concerns Come see us
n our new office in Room 223, Ad
mintstration Building, 7th and San
reels Call 271.2904
CALL the School of Ballet Arts for
nfo, in classes at new spacious
studio 1166 Lincoln ave. Auditions
or upcoming performances. Call
1411-2416 or 2064111.
SKI CLUB ss electing new officers on
Th aaaaa y. May I at 7:30 P.m. in
Engineering 132. Make yourself
heard! The last weekend trip of the
Year is April 1120 to Northshore.
Sign up now! The Barn Dance is
malty here! Sunday. May 4. from 4
1 at Coyote Ranch. Look here for
Mails. Only one month left
reedOmf Yeah...
IERRA CLUE: Jim Stamn mill
Peak on the "Galapagas Islands"
n April 22 at 7.30 p.m. in the S.U.
Guadalupe Room. Information
oncerning weekend and summer
ackpack trips, dayhikes, mountain
imbing expeditions, softball and
olleyball games. bike tt Is etc .
may be obtained at our April 23
meeting. For ladies who wish to be
scorted to the safety of their
arthome, we will offer an escort
orrice after each meeting.
VOID the proposed Military draft
he only legal way. Full details and
roman, sloe. Marantha, 142
oiling Drive. Bangor, ME 04401.
By Toy Collector. Will
ay top prices for All European Toy
ars in ORIGINAL or MINT con.
Ition, such as English Dinky.
. Rami,
ench Dinky, Corgi.
tc. Call 14151 793 5316.
UPPIESFree to good home. Pit
4 weeks old,
011/
vable. Call 227.0173 or 3794484.
CREATIVE CHEATING
m writing an article tor Journ.
ass Tell me how and why you
heat Annonvmity guaranteed. Call
2 7579 eves Bob

Automotive

3 BUICK Electra 225. Good body.
tenor Needs engine block only
00. Call 091.9104.
CHEVROLET 4.door Impala
nod condition. 18011 or offer Call
2.3410 after 5 p.m. and weekend,

SALESPERSON ,ADVE R TISING
No
experience
necessary
Marketing or Advertising mat.
Perterred Full commission. Call
Marquez Ramirea at 246 2553.

For Sale

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 45
cents per lb. No limit. Call 213.21114,
SANKT STD 1150 stereo cassette
deck Dolby switch, Cr02/FeCr bias
and automatic shut off. Emellent
condition. 5120.Call 277 4443 alter 7
p.m.
2 APIS andTsep bdrri;; Large lot,
attractive colonial at 420 5 Sth 51
S94,000 Call agent at 395 4411. By
appointment.
TWIN beds: One maple, 530. One
vinyl with headboard, $35. Both have
used mattresses. Call 14151 703.33111.
TRIP Inc two to Tahoe. Reno or
Vegas for sale! Hotel 01 Chased
casino package worth 5150. Total
value of deal worth 5300. Call 779.
962?, ask for Kirk. 5150.
BARITONE saxophone: 2.1/2 years
old Very good condition. 31100. Call
Bill Thomas af 266 0540.
FENDER MuSic he
bass.
aaaaaa TKO N amp. SIN each.
Excellent cond. Call 244.704.6 after 6.
CAR RADIOS. A
been used
1979 Chevy Lip, AM radio and a 1972
VW AM radio in excellent cond. both
rad.os will lit almost any car. 1120
each Call Greg at 762-8447.
ELECTRIC
typewriter.
IBM
Executive. Exc. Cond., extra long
carriage. 2 types of type. $300 Call
998 2676

Help Wanted

a

CAMPUS Internship
Fonincoal Manna., Training and
Sales Cowie. CALL 2445275.
WORK available now in Southwest
San Jose, Eastside, Cupertino,
Saratoga and Sunnyvale. Flexible
hours. Apply in person at 210 South
1st No. 2213 or call MANI. Over It
own Car.
CAB drovers needed. Full and part.
time drivers and dispatchers. Must
be 25 years of age or older. Male and
female. All shifts available. Call
Kong Cabal 2134044.
MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS,
Cruiseships! Sailing Expeditions!
Sailing Camps. No experience, good
Pay. Summer, career. Nationwide.
worldwide. Send 54.95 for op
into,
referrals
to
pliction,
CRUISEWORLD 20, 7533 Walt Awe.,
Boo 60128, Sacramento, CA NAN,
JOBS!
LAKE TAHOE CALIFORNIA!
Little cop Fantastic Tips! Pay!
51,600 to 53,800 summer. Thousands
needed. Casino’s, restaurants,
ranches. cruisers, rafting, etc. Send
54.95 for applicalton, information,
referrals to Lakeworld 20, Box 60129,
2535 Watt Avenue, Sacramento, CA
951160.
AMUSEMENT park fun ... Last
Round up ride operators ... Security,
Sales. Immediate part time
opentngs, full time summer. Apply
NOW.
FRONTIER
VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT PARK, 4015 Moo
terey Road.
EXCELLENT Pay and flexible
hours. Nursing and clerical per
sonnet needed Aides S6/hr LVN’s
11/hr., RN’s 19/hr Clerical at
va mus rates. Some experience
needed. Call New Horizons al 744
5332.

MEN! WOMEN! Jobs on Ships!
American, foreign. No experience
required Emellent pay, worldwide
travel Summer lob or
. Send
03.00 for information to SEAFAX.
Dept. C 6. First and Laurel Streets,
Port Angeles. Washington 10362,
THE House of Genii in Son Jose is
looking for a TEPPAN YAK! COOK
for a Japanese steak house. Call
14011 2110 4139 after S p.m. Ask toe
Kenny
POLICE Officer, City Of San Jose.
Most be bilingual, Spanish/English.
21 10 34 years of age, 3 years of
College. Fluent in Sawfish. For more
information, call SJPD Recruiting
at 2774151.
ATTENDANTS wanted 10 help
disabled in homes Flexible hours.
A.1.0. Center. CII 371 7010.
MATURE student to assist in
teaching remedial reading approx
is 20 hr%
per week Must be
available all S days Mon thru Fri
between 3 and 7 p In Most be ex
cellent reader. Will train 53.25./hr
Call Mrs Spencer at 757.1809.
DELI OPENING
Sandwich m
and checkers
needed Full or part time, weekends.
5 miles from campus in Maw,.
Near bus Call 946 6111
SUMMER lob. Sitter for 3 children
Mon Fri. 07 30
in Sunnyvale
53/hr Call 716 9329 eves

MEN AND WOMEN. KELLY NASA
JOB FOR YOU: It you have at least
hours a week to spare, KELLY can
put you to work NOW! You’ll have
plenty of time for classes and social
lite by working when and where you
want to. It takes lust one interview
in our office, and you’ll receive the
rest of your temporary toto
assignments by phone. Slop in
today. No appt. necessary KELLY
SERVICES. 99 Redwood Avenue,
SJ., between Marys, Valley Fair and
Emporium, Stevens Creek. Call 244.
0474 or 3310 Almaden Epwy (cor
Almaden/Hillsdale) 247-4900. ROE.
DRIVER WANTED: Ice cream and
soft drink route Full or Part time
Ecellent earning Call Mel 0 Dee
Ice Cream at 294 7610. 130-1:30. Mr.
SCOW.

UNWANTED hair removed forever.
SPeCialiSt. Confidential, 355 5
Baywood Ave. San Jose. Call 2477406.

WOULD like to find female to be
handicapped man. If in
with
terested, call 291.2300.
MARI .. First "The Shakers." Who
knows! Next the "Dallas Cowgirls."
Don’t net too stoned in litho clan.
Your 105001
DO YOU WANT some advice? Do
YOU want to settle an argument? Do
yea want to get someone elses
opinion? Then write Dear John.
Now you can gel -A man’s point of
view. Include any name and address
you choose. All replies are mailed to
you and are held in strictest can
I idence. So, for advice, write Dear
John, P.O. Box 21024, San Jose, CA
95151. For recorded message call
401.274-0906.

BUSBOY/WAITER positions (men.
E xperience preferred, will train.
Call 3774634 after 3 Pm
JOBS IN ALASKA. Summer or year
round Good pay. $100 to 52,000
Monthly All fields parks fisheries
leaching. oil industry and more.
1960 employer listings For in
formation, send S3 to Alasco, Box
2410 (659S Sabacto Tarde. No. 31,
Goleta, CA 93018
E ASY extra income: ON to 51.000
guaranteed stuffing envelopes. Send
self addressed, stamped envelope
TO: DEXTER ENTERPRISES,
3039 Shrine Pl., Los Angeles, CA
90007
RADIO time sales Sell for top
stations in California Join a fast
growing, dynamic organization with
12 years experience Top commissions paid in advance S hour
day Will train. Call 144-1321.
STUDENT lobs. Earn 3120 to $350
per week Work eves and Sal 24 hr.
work week Call 666 0400
SALES mated students wanted,
active, to develop sales
organization for S F Chronicle and
Minimum
Examiner
wage
guaranteed against high vow
missions Can earn SIO0 to S300 per
week. Year round lob,! desired Call
collect 1415/ 453 5711
No bosses, no layolls, no strikes, no
rate race! P/T. FIT. Make money at
home; miciting report details seven
profitable programs. Only SI and
SASE. Wonstonion Marketing International, 2464 El Gamut, Real, Suite
170, Dept. 101, Santa Clara. CA NM.

Housing

MOTHER OLSON’S LODGINGS
Two houses across street from
campus Kitchen, linen, maid ser
yore, TV. and parking 345 per wk.
shared. S60 to 565 per wk. single. 122
North 1th St Call 091 0233.

Services

MOVING AND HAULING. Have
large truck Avail for all sorts of
lobs. Call Roy at 210-4117
WEDDING CHAPEL
Close to campus
Resident clergy
No blood lest required
No waiting
Confidential Legal
Reverend Donald
091 OM (Any tome/

LOOKING for a wedding
photographer?
Your wedding
photographs by John Eric Paulson.
Photography are expressions of
love, soft, elegant and universally
understood For the tines, award
winning photography, ca. John at
4442348

CENTER for Women’s Care
Family Planning Facility
Free pregnancy testing
Gym Evarn Services
Birth Control
Abortion Services 5125
292 9717

SAVE THIS AD.!.
Before yoU purchase any hill, car
stereo. TV, recorder or recording
tape, check with us for BIG
DISCOUNTS on over 230 inaior
brands of equipment Goad prices
available
on
lust
about
Correct. honest
EVERYTHING
information given on performance,
quality, etc
We manufacture
momplete line of quality mod speakers and kits WHOLESALE to
the public Our speakers ute the
same components that most of the
hewy popular and advertised
systems use but at 1/3 to 1/2 the cost
Full manufacturers warranty with
local service
Showroom and
manulacturing facilities in San Jose
Sounds Unique, 262 8793. Open Toes
Fri . 1 6, Sal noon 5

TYPING
My firm can handle
anything from one letter to large
mail lists Reports, manual or
resumes
Quality
work at
reasonable rates. Call THE
EXECUTIVE’S ASSISTANT at 210
1141

EASYTYPE TYPING SERVICE
Reports, theses, books, using
automatic typing. Call 249 0412, S.C.

FAST. accurate typing/editing on
Selectric It. Theses. etc. Words
Unlimited, Call Val 41968-9303.

QUALITY typing. 100/wpm. ISM
Selectric_ 00 cents per POW. Call
JoJo at 255 2761 or leave message at
350 2139

TYPING
IBM Selectric
2874355

TYPING Term papers, r4-orts.
Accurate. $1/... double spaced
Call Gayle at 267 60/9

Fast, accurate professional typing
E x per ienced rates. Call Janet at 265
15S6

BERKELEY
Typing
Agency
Professional services, reasonable
rates Open tO S. M F Call 280 6700
or slop by 414 E William Street,
Suite 10 (between gth and 10th
streets)

TYPING
my home. Prof. IBM
SeleC. Call Sue at 247 1992.

PROFESSIONAL
typing
Reasonable rates. Eepeelenced
Deadlines guaranteed. Call 274-1975.
NEED A TYPIST? All Finds of
typing done on an IBM Correcting
Selectric II Reasonable Rates Call
4011154.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Travel
B UDGET FLIGHTS 1960. Domestic
and international let flights
anywhere at discount tares. We also
represent all charter operations
(including Laker) .. Hawaii
Mexico ... Europe ... Asia ... Africa
... Australia,., USA. Travel Services
A a table: International Student
Identity Card issuance ... Eared,
r Raol and BritRail
St
lob placement ... USA,
Canada and Mexico Travel ... Youth
Hostel Cards ... Student ships and
trains
Insurance . Wide map
selection ...
... Backpacks
. Hard to find travel books
Voltage CenverterS ... Camping
tours
Club Med . Open 7 days
Mon Fri, 9-6, Saturday, 95, Sundae,
0000 3. TRIP AND TRAVEL
PLANNING COMPANY, Charter
Travel Specialists, 444 E. William
Street 11010 and Wm), San Jose, CA
95117, Call 14081 293.1613.

1
5
11
13
15
16
17
18
20
21
23
24

INCREDIBLE vacation bargain
Exchange With French student Get
4 weeks in Provincial France for
5290 (board. room, visits to Paris
Transportation extra).
included
Call 354.1133.

25

SELLING TRIP TO TAHOE.
2 nights at hOtel of your chore. In.
eludes one dinner and 080 in casino
chips. Trip was first place prize. Will
sell tor 5100. Call Jim al 2794629.

31
32
33

27
28
29

34
37

COMPANION drover wanted to U.S.
Northeast or part way. End April.
Call 3 $6 4315 eves. only

Edited by Margaret Farrar and Trude Jaffe
int Loa Angeles Niles Syndicate
10 Magazine piece
41 Callous and
11 Bog down
tough
42 Quilting party
12 Break
14 Paper for a
43 Deserve
44 Boorish
graduate
45 Prickly
student
15 Contest
seedcases
19 Playwright
47 Biblical term
of reproach
O’Casey
48 Full of: Suffix
22 Refuse
24 Philosopher
49 Piers
51 Diffident
26 Not reliable
52 Paradise
28 Crevasse
30 Actress
54 Floors
Farrow
56 Animate
31 Windy city,
57 People
for short
58 Spin
33 Prize
59 Throe
34 Seat of kings
35 Awakening
DOWN
36 Law-abiding
1 Candidate for a
37 Worth: Ger.
comeback
38 Removing
2 DC legislature
39 Nabob’s forte
3 Yankee clipper
40 Old-time
4 Restores
corsets
5 Slice of
42 Hydrocarbon
bacon
45 20th cent.
6 water
American poet
carnivore
7 Molt
46 Arrange
49 Kind of
8 Earl Grey, for
example
coffee
9 Exchanged
50 Body: Biol.
several strokes
53 Man: Lat,
in tennis
55 Sped

ACROSS
Librarian’s
admonition
Pulpits
Parties, London
Style
In one’s deepest
emotions
Great Handel
opus (with
"The")
Slyness
State Dept.
employee
Dashed or
Spattered
Ananias’ stock in -trade
Even
Direct
Muscle
twitchings
Certain Native
Americans
Road surface
Claw: Prefix
Followers of a
kind
Rebukes
Haunt
Charlie the
sleuth
Russian sleigh
Facial
adornments
1

2

3

4

11

5
12

9

7

8

9

in

13

Typing
WRITING PROBLEMS? The San
Jose State English Department
Writing Laboratory will help
students with their writing skills:
sentences,
organization, term paper work.
Come on early in your writing
process Experienced tutors will
advise you. HOURS: M. IS: TWO
9: Th.. 1 3, P.54. Education 229

17
TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL. 20
yrs. exp. Resumes, theses, reports,
vitaes, term reports, letters, dot.
?orates. Charts, graphs. etc.
Reasonable. So. Valley area. Call
KATHIE at 511-1216, 1a.m. to p.m.
I ant also on the G
Mime
Approved Typist List.

21
25
29

TYPING: A rrrrr cy, neatness and
deadlines guaranteed Experienced
in masters. reports. dissertations
Approved by SJSU Graduate
Department IBM Sel II South San
Jose, Blossom Valley area Cali
Janet at 227-9S2S.

INME NT FOR WOMEN
Mahe cake popper for your next Orr
dal show*r or bachelorette party
Call Rick N7440144.

34

35

38

ilia

41
ill
46

44

il
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals. Kitchen, game
room, color TV. linen and Maid
service, fireplace, courtyard.
parking. S45 per week shared. $61
per week single. 102 South 17th
Street, Office 122 North MS St. Call
991-0223.
FEMALE roommate, non.smoker,
serious student wanted to share 2
trdrtn., 2 ba apt. near Westgate. 1015 min. from campus. 5175 plus 1/2
utilities. Includes pool and laundry
facilities. Call 257 8136 after II p.m.
or leave message for Meg at 255
9454.
COUPLE with child to share 4 berm.
house near campus with Couple with
child. SHARE: 11 child care. I/ coup food buying, 31 Cable TV and
fireplace, dl patio, private yard and
and S) utilities and
responsibilities 5300 pet month.
Emhange references. Call Don or
Petal 295.7438.

TYPING Term papers, resumes
letters. etc 11/pg. and up IBM
All work
Correcting Selectric
proofread Call Kitty at 21/ 109,
alter I p m please

Stereo

!!MUSIC and MONEY LOVERS!!
Gel the best for less from A.E.
AUDIO ENTERPRISES is SJSU’s
complete consumer electronics
buying service with nearly 100
ol stereo components.
compacts, portables and accessories
for the car, home, stage or studio.
Also, TV’s, profectvon systems,
video recorder/cam and games. All
items new in factory Sealed cartons
with lull manufacture warranty 30
day defective exchange with op
tmrial 5 year parts AND labor.
Shipped direct from wholesale
distributors to your door in 11 to II
days! Call 255 5550 for complete
price quotes Or more into, SMWFS,
1010 10. Ask for KEN. Look to A.E
Ion the widest selection of the
highest fidelity at the lowest prices
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT!

56

4116/80

IGENT TYPING
Connie and Gary 86741717

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
S A PIO ARAT
ON

TYPING: Thesis, term papers. etc
Experienced and fast Reasonable
rates. Call 260 1674
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S

PROFESSIONAL editing. Theses
di
Ions, etc. Reasonable. can
Ms Bernell at 374.7N7.
TYPING by Kathy. Professional and
experienced Sefectric II Call 914
8370.
GOOD typist. IBM &electric
Reasonable rates. Call Goldie at 262
0445 eves before 10 p.m.. or "Ands.

4/16180

-r

Iv

RATES

FURNISHED apartment for rent. 2
NM.. She,. $300 per month. 550 S.
1130 11. Call 133.6433.
One
day

ROOMIS wanted: Real nice 2
berm.. 2 be. apt. 10 min from
school. Pool, sauna, rev room,
tennis. lam an Aero senior. Must be
over 21 and neat. $175/mo. Call Sal
at 294 2307.

$200

r
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Chack a Classification

San Jose

Announcinenit

Help Wanted

Personals

Automotive

Housing

SIPS/W.

FOP Sale

Lost and Found

Stereo

Lmimmemms

Enclosed is S

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR

277-3175

Personals

Phone

Address

Mlnknum Three Lines Ono .100
Sernesow Into tall !sweat 03000

_
WANTED Female by young male
for friendship Call Peter at 224 2015

51

52

PROFESSIONAL exp. typist. Fast
te, reap:M/111W ISM Selec
hie. Call 232-80541,

FURNISHED 2 small berm apt
"The 470 Apts " 0170 plus deposits
Call 287-400 for a pet.

ROOMMATE needed to share new 3
bdrm. house 10 min. from SJSU. 0200
me. plus 1/3 Nil. Call 25441E7.
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Consumer corner

Redress for renters

by Margie Isaacson
consumer Reporter

After weeks of looking for an apartment, you finally
find one to live in during the semester. But after living
only two months in the apartment, your rent gets raised
by 840 or $50, or maybe even more. Is there anything you
can do?
On Sept. 7 of last year the San Jose Rental Dispute
Ordinance went into effect. It assures "landlords a
reasonable return on their investment while protecting
tenants from unjustified rent increases, and under certain
circumstances, economic hardship." At the same time, a
rental dispute mediation and arbitration program was set
up to enforce the ordinance.
Basically, the ordinance allows landlords to raise
rents by eight percent the first year the tenant lives there.
If there has not been a rent increase for more than a year,
the landlord can boost the rent by 15 percent.
If more than two years have passed since the last
increase, the rent can be raised by 21 percent. Rents
cannot be raised more than once a year.
When a tenant voluntarily vacates an apartment or is
evicted for violation of the lease, rents can be raised by
any amount without question.
If a tenant feels a landlord has violated the guidelines
of the ordinance, the tenant can file a petition for rent
dispute mediation and arbitration before the rent increase
goes into effect.
Within 21 days, a hearing date will be set for
mediation. Prior to the hearing, landlords will be
requested to provide information on the costs of running
the apartment house, and tenants will be asked about any
hardship claims.
It just takes one petition," to have a rental dispute
resolved through mediation, said senior staff analyst
I,arry Boales. However, he added, it is important to note
that whatever the ultimate decision is "it only affects
those who file."
During the mediation process, rent increases for
those who filed are lowered to eight percent.
At the hearing, the mediator reviews the collected
information, hears testimony, and discusses the case with
the tenant and landlord. The mediator will assist the
tenants and landlord in trying to resolve the dispute by
mutual agreement. The majority of disputes are resolved
in this manner, Boales said.
If the two parties cannot agree, the mediator will
determine if the rent increase is reasonable, and will
write his decision in a report within 10 days of the hearing.
If the mediator decides the increase is unreasonable,
he has 30 days to try to work out a solution between the two
parties. If the mediator decides the increase is justified,

Open Up,
With
The
One
You
Love
One dozen
long stem

ROSES
$7.50

and the quality of performers who apply, said
Theatre Arts Chairman
Hal Todd.
position
Acting
hopefuls should prepare a
brief
reading
or
memorized piece, two
minutes or less in length.
Those auditioning for

E

SPANISH LOVER!

THAT’S

WHY

tenants are required to pay the amount.
The tenant or landlord can appeal the decision within
seven days. The dispute then goes to an arbitrator.
Another hearing will be held, and the arbitrator will
make a decision within 17 days. The decision is legally
binding on the tenant and landlord.
"Generally, if a mediator decided the rent increase
was unreasonable, the arbitrator will agree but will
change the amount of the increase" decided upon at the
mediation stage, Boales explained.
There is possibility that an increase of more than
eight percent is justifiable. A landlord may raise rents to
cover increased costs of maintaining the building plus five
percent of the rent. These costs may include expenses for
capital improvements, maintenance, or rehabilitation
such as repairs ordered by the city or repair of damage
caused by natural disaster.
In deciding if an increase above the guidelines is
reasonable, the mediator will take into consideration the
Students interested in
rental history of the unit, physical condition, response to living inthe SJSU residence
Prop. 13 savings, existing market value of the apartment, halls for 1980-81 school year
and financial hardship to the tenant.
may apply beginning toThe ordinance also provides that if a landlord does not morrow at the Housing
decrease rents after an arbitrator has ordered him to, the Office in Joe
West Hall.
landlord would then be subject to a misdemeanor citation
punishable by a fine of up to $500.
"Asian
Horizons,"
It is unlawful for a landlord to evict a tenant in
sponsored by Asian Amerretaliation for tenant organizing or petititoning the
ican Studies, will present
government for rent relief.
campus and community
"Arbitration is an administrative hearing, not a news, commentaries and
formal court," Boales explained. "It is parallel to sn.911 music from 11 to 11:30 a.m.
claims court."
today on KSJS, 91.7 FM.
The mediators and arbitrators are "independent For more information call
contractors with the city." They are people who have been Phil Hanasaki at 258-3020.
trained in mediation and are "fairly representative of the
population," Boales said.
Rec 97 Committee No.
More information can be obtained by calling 277-5151. .1 is having an Old Time
Room
Hall,
City
Jose
San
at
available
are
forms
Petition
Comedy Film Festival
200,801 N. First St.
from 6 to 9 tonight in the
S.U. Costanoan Room For
information call 244-045.
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Bunzel here today

Former SJSU President John H. Bunzel will present
an analysis of the presidential candidates today at 12:30
Music Building Concert Hall.
Bunzel, now a senior research fellow at Stanford’s
Hoover Institution, served as SJSU president from 1970
to 1978.
His speech, which will be followed by a questionand-answer period, is sponsored free of charge by the
Department of Journalism and Mass Communications.

Theater auditions to begin
Auditions for the annual SJSU Summer
Repertory
Theater
Festival,
Company
Comique. will be held
Friday and Saturday, April
18 and 19, in Speech and
Drama Building, room 114.
The auditions, for both
actors and singers, are
scheduled for 4 to 6 p.m.
Friday and 10 a.m. to 1
p.m. Saturday. They are
open to all SJSU students.
Company Comique,
sponsored by the Theater
Arts Department will
alternate three plays on
weekends between July 5
and Aug. 3. A total of 20
performances will be
given.
The Boyfriend," a
musical -comedy spoof of
the 1920s; "Night Must
Fall,"
a
mystery melodrama by British
playwright
Emlyn
Williams; and "Cock-ADoodle-Dandy," a fantasy
by Sean O’Casey, are under
consideration for the
festival.
This program could
change, depending on the
outcome of the auditions

C EECKLJM

"JoRG1

the muscial.
Boyfriend," are requested
to write and perform a
song.
Under the repertory
format, performers will be
expected to alternate roles.
If unable to attend this
weekend’s auditions, interested persons should

schedule an appointment
with Dr. Todd in the
Theatre Arts office

Fellowship of Reconciliation is having a Potluck
and meeting at 6:30 tonight
at Antioch Baptist Church,
Seventh and Julian streets.
Call Shorty Collins for information at 297-1769.
Rec 97 is having a bubble-blowing contest at 11
a.m. today in the Art Quad.
For information call 2868091.
SJSU Pre-Med Club
will have a speaker on
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The Magnificent Seven
An all-star Western with
Yul Brynner, Steve McQueen
and Charles Bronson

BECOME A FASHION
COORDINATOR

A Classic of

Young aggressive fashion company interviewing
for 3 trainees for selling positions. Ni, Exp.
necessary Excellent opportunity to learn in a
highly personaltzed. 111110tAIIVY retail store. Part
Time and Full Time pos APPLY IN PERSON

The Silver Screen
Monday, April 21
8 P.M.
50

"Getting into Medical
School With a Degree Other
Than Science" at 5:30 p.m.
today in Duncan Hall, room
135.

Jobs" at 11:30 a.m, today
at the Business Tower,
room 50. For information
call Cheryl Allmen at 2772816.

Baptist Students Union
will have a meeting at 12:30
p.m. today near the Spartan Memorial. For information call David Kemerling at 377-0772.

Campus Ambassadors
West will have Bible
studies at 11:30 a.m. and
12:30 p.m. today at the S.U.
Montalvo Room. For information call Jill Shook at
356-4833.

Black Students of Engineering is having a meeting at 6 tonight in Engineering Building, room 118.
For information call S.
Campbell at 295-5929.

room 223. For information
call Ray Schumacher at
277-2996.
Army ROTC is having
a Water Survival Lab at
3:30 p.m. tomorrow at the
Men’s Gym Swimming
Pool. For more information call Chris Clarke at
277-2985.
Inter-Varsity Christian
Fellowship is having a
large group meeting at 7:30
tomorrow night at Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 232.
For information call Jeff
Beatty at 292-2282.

Counseling Services
will have a Stress Reduction Group from 12:30 to
1:20 p.m. tomorrow at Administration
Building,

Math Club will have a
meeting at 7 tonight in
MacQua.Tie Hall, room
210.
Associated Students
will have a council meeting
at 3 p.m. today at the A.S.
Council Chambers. For information call the AS.
office at 277-3201.
Career Planning and
Placement will have "How
To Hunt For Summer

The
Daisy
Wheel
Term Papers
Reports
Manuscripts
Resumes
Pick-up &
Delivery
265-6150
Sue Cull

Free Admission
Student Union
Wed., April 16

Costanoan Room
6:00-9:00 p.m.

W.C. Fields Charlie Chaplin
Buster Keaton Laurel & Hardy

R"hair haver)
Haircut with Blow Dry
FOR THE LADIES
Regular $18.00. NOW

$12.50

FOR MEN
Regular $15.00. NOW $10.00
20% STUDENT DISCOUNT on Penns
Ear Pierc inwOold or Jeweled Studs
Open 6 Days -Mon thru Sat Wed & Thurs Eve
7335 Bollinger Rd. Bollinger
Cupertino

725-0400

SloGe-S’vele Rd,

Morris Dailey Auditorium

TRUDY’S
THE PRUNE YARD, CAMPBELL

woRAVIV1t1 %14 .T

ART CARVED
COLLEGE

RING WEEK
APRIL 14-18
10 A.M. -- 6 P.M.

IssPhFiiparton
Bookstall
San Jose State University
’SERVICE IS OUR MAJOR’

JOB SECURITY
JOB SATISFACTION
Find it when you join our team
The City of Stockton is now accepting applications for the
position of police officer. Stockton is a growing city of 150,000
with a current police force of 336.
Presently, we are offering a monthly salary of $1,363-1,664,
depending on your experience. A pay increase is forthcoming
pending current negotiations.

Our benefit package includes:
Tuition reimbursement
5% education incentive pay
medical and dental coverage
15 days sick leave
11 paid holidays plus your birthday off
retirement plan ( equal to that of CHP)
uniform allowance
In addition to this liberal benefit package, we provide opportunities for growth and development. We offer you a
chance for advancement and promotion.

Minimum qualifications:

LAST CHANCE.
TLOR STS
Santa Clara
800 Scott Blvd
3249 F I (amino rived

246-7272
call for
delivery

SAVE
$20!
ON LADIES FASHION RINGS

20 years or older at time of application
High school diploma or GED
Valid California driver’s license
Exams will be given today and tomorrow from 9-3. Look for
our recruiting people at MacQuarrie Hall.
If you have any questions, please stop by and talk to one of
our recruiters. Join a team of professionals.
If you miss us today and tomorrow, you still have until May 2,
1980 to apply. Please call (209) 944-8233.
Equal Employment Opportunity Employer

City of Stockton

